Danelectro 1984

Read the current issue of VG. In , the Evets Corporation bought the name and began to offer a
fetching line of retro-styled guitars and basses. The Wilkinson vibrato allows the player to
fine-tune string height, and its bar pushes into the unit, allowing for tightening the bar with only
a few turns. Played through a bevy of blackface-style combos and a high-gain head, it sounded
sweeter than a glass of Texas iced tea, pickups yielding that classic nasal quality with smooth,
curvy bottom. The neck pickup leans toward the upper end of the EQ spectrum, doling out
resonant chime, spank, and cluck while retaining plenty of warmth but still cutting through a
mix. The two and four positions of the selector are spot-on, ushering all manner of chunky
goodness, but the guitar also shines on Rickenbacker-style arpeggiated jangle. The middle
pickup has a subtle honk that seasons the other when positions two and four are engaged. This
article originally appeared in VG January issue. All copyrights are by the author and Vintage
Guitar magazine. Unauthorized replication or use is strictly prohibited. Current Issue Read Now!
LOG IN. Log into your account. Recover your password. VG Approved Gear. Pedalboard
Giveaway. Fixing a faulty pickup selector lever. Guitar Revived. Yamaha THR Sorry, your blog
cannot share posts by email. The song was written and produced by Mike Scott. The name "Big
Music" was adopted by some commentators as a description of the early Waterboys' sound,
and is still used to refer to the musical style of their first three albums. It was recorded at
Rockfield and Farmyard Studios during the Autumn of There's no way I can sing it. It's too big! I
can't get my emotions round that in a live context. If I went on stage after a day full of
epiphanies I could sing [it]. But if I can't turn it on I won't do it. The song returned as a regular
feature to the setlist from October , [7] and the band continued to perform it throughout and I
knew it was gonna be bad but it was out of my hands, I couldn't control it. I told [Island
Records] not to use the video, and miraculously it was mostly buried till the YouTube age. On
its release, Charles Shaar Murray of New Musical Express considered the song "quite an epic"
and added, "Here Scott recounts an experience of being carried away with such visionary
passion that he and his admirable sax player almost carry the listener right along. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The Waterboys. Retrieved 27 August The Guardian.
Adventures of a Waterboy. The Independent. New Musical Express. Strange Boat: Mike Scott
and the Waterboys. Publishing Limited. Number One. The Age. The Morning Call. The Province.
World Party. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links.
March [1]. Ensign Island. Mike Scott. Thomann is the largest online and mail order retailer for
musical instruments, light and sound equipment worldwide, having about 10m customers in
countries and 80, products on offer. We are musicians ourselves and share your passion for
making it. As a company, we have a single objective: making you, our customer, happy. We
have a wide variety of pages giving information and enabling you to contact us before and after
your purchase. Alternatively, please feel free to use our accounts on social media such as
Facebook or Twitter to get in touch. Most members of our service staff are musicians
themselves, which puts them in the perfect position to help you with everything from your
choice of instruments to maintenance and repair issues. Our expert departments and
workshops allow us to offer you professional advice and rapid maintenance and repair services.
This also affects the price - to our customers' benefit, of course. Apart from the shop, you can
discover a wide variety of additional things - forums, apps, blogs, and much more. Always with
customised added value for musicians. Danelectro started in , when Nathan Daniel founded the
company Danelectro. The headquarter is in Camarillo USA. We currently list 96 Danelectro
products 67 of them are available for immediate dispatch. Danelectro has been a part of our
range since Danelectro was chosen to be brand of the week on At the moment you can find a
total of media, tests and reviews on Danelectro products - among them the following pictures,
16 different panoramic views, sound samples, customers' reviews and 61 test reports from
magazines in several languages. The current top seller amongst Danelectro products is the
following item Danelectro 59 Vintage 12 String Black. Danelectro only grants a 2 warranty on its
products but with the 3-Year Thomann Warranty you are covered for a further one year. We also
offer our Day Money-Back Guarantee for Danelectro products, a 3-year warranty, and many
additional services such as qualified product specialists, an on-site service department and
much more. Bluetooth Adapter For the connection of a computer, tablet or smartphone to a
Dante network via Bluetooth, Ideal for recording or playing back a stereo signal, Robust
housing, Fully-functional Dante interface, Transmits 2 inputs and 2 outputs with SPL dB; cable
length: 1. USB 2. Zaor Miza M Flex Cherry Black; studio desk; solid and modern studio design
with cable outlets and cable compartment in the back; extendable tray, height adjustable in 8
steps for devices up to cm width e. Served with love! Even if chocolate chip is on your mind,
our cookies make an important contribution to a great shopping experience. They help us to

show you relevant offers, remember your settings to ease navigation on our website and alert
us when the website is slow or unstable. By clicking on "accept", you confirm that you agree
with their use for saving your preferences and for statistical and marketing analysis Show all.
You can view and manage further details and options here. Choose your store. Save settings.
Shopping Basket 0. Shopping Basket Shopping Basket. Compare Products. Delete all.
Danelectro For a list of all Danelectro products, click here. Popular Categories. Category
selection Guitars and Basses Accessories. Single Cut Guitars. Double Cut Guitars. Lefthanded
Guitars. Baritone Guitars. Alternative Design Guitars. Electric Basses. Solid-State Guitar
Combos. Guitar and Bass Effects. Top Products. Danelectro Competitors. Test Reports. Your
Contact Person. Department Email Phone. Guitars gitarre thomann. Hotline international
thomann. Sheet Music noten thomann. Front Desk zentrale thomann. Hotline uk thomann.
Hotline israel thomann. Hotline export thomann. Hotline info thomann. Hotline france thomann.
Hotline denmark thomann. Hotline sweden thomann. Hotline belgique thomann. Hotline
informaatio thomann. Facts and Figures. Company Headquarters. Bargains by Danelectro. Top
Rated Products by Danelectro. Back Talk Reverse Delay. Zaor Miza M Flex Cherry Black Zaor
Miza M Flex Cherry Black; studio desk; solid and modern studio design with cable outlets and
cable compartment in the back; extendable tray, height adjustable in 8 steps for devices up to
cm width e. Share Twitter Email. Feedback Found an error or want to give us feedback about
this page? We're looking forward to hearing from you and aim to solve any problems as soon as
we can. Shop Business Hours Directions. More Thomann Facebook t. Try this quality test. Take
a silver sparkle-coat Danelectro guitar and hold it up by the neck like a baseball bat. Then toss
an empty Old Style bottle into the air and swat it across the room. Plug your Danelectro in now
and see if it still plays. Hit the blow-by switch. Are all three lipstick pick-ups clicking in sync?
Danelectros were legend in the s with the guys who couldn't afford Gibsons or Fenders. They
were cheap, rugged and had a different, trippy sound -- oy, did they buzz! But the blasted hunks
of junk never wussed out. A kid could leave his Danelectro leaning against the basement
furnace for five years, and with a fresh set of Ernie Ball Super Slinks it'd play "Hey Joe" on the
first kick. So it should come as no killer surprise to you old guitar-slingers that Danelectros are
hip again. When Evets Corp. Then players noticed the Danelectro displays at guitar shows and
demanded to know when the new axes were coming. Here's Cheap Trick lead guitarist Rick
Nielsen, owner of several hundred vintage guitars: "I just bought a new Danelectro down in
Florida, one of the turquoise sparkle models. It looked like fun, and it if falls over and gets
scratched it's no big deal. I like the way they resonate without an amplifier. They sound like an
empty shoebox -- but an empty shoebox can resonate in a neat way. They're walking into retail
outlets and buying a dozen at a time. Different colors, different styles. West supposedly bought
six copies of the U-1 model to have multiple slide tunings handy -- drop one guitar, pick up
another. The guys from Aerosmith were giving them out last year as Christmas presents. But we
can't be exactly sure because they don't come through us. They're buying at places like Guitar
Center. The late Nat Daniels founded Danelectro Corp. According to Campion he "was just this
insanely brilliant guy who built tube amps and effects units. Nat had the idea to keep costs
down by making his electric guitars with unskilled labor. He devised a plywood body you could
turn out with a jig by the thousands, and that's exactly how we do it today. Nat found a supplier
for one of the cosmetic companies and popped his magnets and windings inside their cases. He
was a genius. Daniels produced Danelectro guitars, amplifiers and effects units at his plant in
Red Bank, N. Then a guy named Anthony Marks bought the rights to the Danelectro name and
most of the old leftover stock. Marks kept the name alive until Steve Ridinger came along. It's
something to see. Jim Mueller. Sure they are. Supporting Membership. Forums New posts
Trending Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu.
Home Forums Instruments Guitars in General. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Danelectro is making a strat now.
Thread starter mdrake34 Start date Feb 1, Messages 18, Hulakatt Gold Supporting Member.
Messages 13, Just like Gibson! ELmiguel Member. Messages 3, I wonder what Leo thinks.
Messages 1, I feel defensive for Fender. Jimmy MAck Member. Messages Talk about ear fatigue!
Ouch, on both guitars. Laurence Gold Supporting Member. Messages 8, Brad Silver Supporting
Member. Messages 2, I thought we had run out of headstock shapes. Trebor Renkluaf I was hit
by a parked car, what's your excuse? Gold Supporting Member. Is it a Masonite strat body?
DakotaRed Member. Shark jumpage! DustyRhodesJr Member. Messages 11, I like that 2nd one.
The only thing about recent Dano, is that they have raised prices up so much that the guitars
are no longer much of a bargain. I am guessing those will be pretty pricey. Carbohydrates
Member. That's about the least exciting thread title of all time. Jayyj Silver Supporting Member.

I'm a bit disappointed with them for going down this rout - for a brand whose big selling point is
the uniqueness of the designs I don't really get why they'd go down the route of making a
generic Strat copy. The lipsticks are the only thing that tie this new guitar to Danelectro and
even then it's been done plenty before. They still don't have a straight guitar scale U2 in the
current line up, and there are other 60s designs they could do that would tie in better with the
existing range. Even a Strat style guitar with the Masonite construction would have more
character than what they've done here. Chicago Slim Member. Messages 4, The clip reminded
me how lipstick pickups sound plinky, in an alder guitar. Masonite or mahogany will sound
fuller. In my opinion, Samick is making the best re-issue, with the Silvertone badge. They retain
the look and sound, with an improved bridge. The neck feels like a guitar neck should, not a
table leg. Cal Webway Member. Messages 9, Chicago Slim said:. You must log in or register to
reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? Will Kemper be dethroned?
Will Quad Cortex sell? Will Fractal sound good? Will the Helix be "easy to use"? Will the GT
remain neglected by the general modeling population? Which pedals were instant keepers for
you, no drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip Wednesday at AM Replies: Eddie Van Halen is
best known as the lead guitarist and a co-founder of the hard rock band Van Halen. He
introduced many new aspects to guitar playing, and influenced a whole new wave of guitarists
that followed him in the 80s and 90s. For the first couple of years Eddie almost exclusively used
this guitar, and just occasionally picked up some other project of his â€” like the Bumblebee,
Snake, or the Unchained guitar. In Eddie got his first endorsement deal with Kramer, which
eventually resulted with the Kramer Baretta model. Just couple of years later he switched to
Peavey guitars, and eventually in started his own brand of guitar named EVH â€” manufactured
by Fender guitars. Supposedly, he took one of the pickups from this guitar and used it in the
Frankenstrat. The Frankenstein Frankenstrat Eddie built this guitar himself in Towards the end
of the tour, the guitar was changed to feature a white pickguard and a rosewood neck.
Originally, the guitar had natural finish, but it appears that Eddie painted the whole guitar white
at some point according to a couple of photos from around that time. He also removed a big
chunk of wood from the body using a chainsaw, which made the guitar look like some sort of a
crossover between a Flying V and an Explorer. It is unclear if he ever used the guitar in the
future, but logical answer seems to be no. Sometime in Eddie painted the guitar once again, this
time going for the look similar to the one he had on the original Frankenstein. He went alone
from there, painting the body yellow and doing the whole business with the masking tape to add
the stripes. He used a DiMarzio humbucker, bet replaced the magnet with the one from a Gibson
PAF, and then re-wound the whole thing by hand. For the neck he used the one from Charvel
with a black headstock. This neck was later transferred to the Frankenstein for the tour, and
then used on the Snake guitar. The guitar was buried alongside Dimebag Darrell â€” Pantera
guitarist who died tragically in The Frankenstein v2 In the mid Eddie decided to go back to his
first guitar, but he thought it needed some modification. Right as the new version of the tremolo
was released, Eddie installed it and the problem was gone â€” eliminating the need for the coin.
Some sources claim that he installed a Seymour Duncan humbucker later on, which might be
the case considering the pickup in his signature guitar released in was made by Seymour. As
for neck, the original one that he got from Charvel in was on the guitar in the early years. In for
unknown reasons he installed the one which he used previously on the black and yellow guitar
Van Halen II. It seems that he also replaced the pickup with a DiMarzio X2N humbucker.
Apparently Eddie thought that the guitar was too heavy, so he removed the neck from it, and it
was just laying in the studio collecting dust for years. Some minor design changes were
introduced over the following years, including slightly increased body size, and a pointier
headstock shape â€” similar to the one on Jackson Soloist guitars. The company already
produced EVH signature strings for good couple of years, so the new deal with Ernie Ball made
sense. It held two DiMarzio humbuckers, and a Floyd Rose tremolo system. The top portion of
the guitar served as a 6-string bass, and the bottom was a regular guitar. Charvel Art Series
guitars featured one humbucker pickup in the bridge, basswood body, and a Floyd Rose
tremolo. Initially only one model was produced, but there were couple more variations
introduced in The guitar also featured stainless steel frets, and a custom designed headstock
which Eddie holds patent to. We only managed to track two guitars, but if you know more, be
sure to send us a message using the form below the article. He bought it secondhand from
England, which sparked up some stories that the amp was unable to run on v. The truth is that
in Europe, all amps come with a switch to vary the AC voltage that you wish to plug into. He
played with the settings and found that the amp could still run good if he kept the dial at around
v. Eddie supposedly used this configuration on the first album, then removed the dummy box
on the second, and came back to it on the third and the rest that followed. There are also stories
about how this amp was modified over and over again, but our guess is that it was actually

pretty much stock. This amp in particular was used on during the tour. That being said, Eddie
did use a couple of other effects in his chain. These days Eddie uses somewhat different rig.
Next day he would put new strings on and go through the same process again. GroundGuitar
counts on your criticism and feedback. In case you notice anything wrong with the information
posted on this page, or you have knowledge of something that you would like to share, be sure
to leave a comment above. In case you want to talk to me privatly, please use the contact form
and I will get back to you as soon as possible. Eddie is amazing but there have been a number
of updates. For one a major problem is you need an Allen wrench to tighten the the nut string
clamps. One I invented it level action so after you tune you simply flip a level to clamp the
strings, no wrench required. He wrote on the replica not the original, which is the exact opposite
of what is stated in the articleâ€¦. Should be up soon. The tone is from his amp and his hands. A
lot of those songs just sound more genuine when you play it on a LP scale guitar. What a story!
Though he currently licenses his name and brand language to a series of. Now as the man has
pased on, and his legacy is on the same page as the greats, from Jimmy Hendrix, Tommy Bolin,
J. In the late 70s-early 80s, Edward was who all of us wanted to be: the best guitarist on the
planet, a handsome man, all the girls wanted him, he had that smile and a fun personality that
captivated everyone that was around him. When Beat it came out, we were in a discotheque and
all of a sudden this amazing guitar comes through the sound systems. Although extremely
puzzled as to how this happened, nevertheless instantly we knew it was Eddie! I did a seance
and he told me to tell you he couldnt stand you and the reason why you never met was coz he
avoided you and hid when he saw you coming. Yeah well how about thisâ€¦.. I know relatives of
him over here in the Netherlands. They offered guilders and I said he should look elsewhere
because EvH had enough money. Still have the amp though. What about the small LP style
guitars. There are many pictures of Eddie playing them live. Do ypu have any onfo on them?
Regards, Adam. He used the Dragonsnake in 79 live as well. I actually love the sound of it.
Notify of. I allow to use my email address and send notification about new comments and
replies you can unsubscribe at any time. Inline Feedbacks. Alfred Herman Schrader. Nigel Adie.
Harry munk. GroundGuitar Dan. Alan H. Michael Finn. Eddie was the absolute best! Thanks for
all you did for the rest of us. James Dent. Jimmy James. Zanni Giese. Eddie built this guitar
himself in Eddie got this guitar most likely sometime in , prior to the recording of the first
album. For the second album and the following tour Eddie made another guitar, similar to the
first one. In the mid Eddie decided to go back to his first guitar, but he thought it needed some
modification. In Eddie signed a deal with Peavey, and continued where he left of with Music
Man. Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. That is what picking up the Danelectro '59 Original felt
like when I first picked it up. That feeling was an excellent reminder of the brand's legacy.
Danelectro began as a budget guitarâ€”a Sears and Roebuck guitar under the name Silvertone
whose case doubled as an amplifier. So, I knew that there should be some interesting tones
waiting to be discovered. The tone coming from the instrument and Jimmy's casual playing is
nothing short of stupendous, and it made me eager to play one. More videos from Premier
Guitar. Danelectro Dead On '67 Guitar Review. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most
Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown:
Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big
5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it
appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in its creation.
Download Example 3 Neck - Trashy. Download Example 4 Bridge - Clean. Download Example 5
Bridge - Distorted. Number One. After purchasing the instrument in from Ray Henning's Heart of
Texas music shop in Austin, Texas, it was his main performing instrument and companion.
Vaughan used the guitar on all five of his studio albums and on Family Style. The fingerboard
radius when new would have been 7. Each string had 3 full winds for the best angle at the bone
nut. The body was hollowed out to make room for "a shitload of humbuckers," but Wirz
fashioned a new pickguard in which he placed a single Fender Strat pickup in the neck position
and painted the body yellow. Wirz gave the guitar to Vaughan in or ; it is the guitar with the
letters "SRV" on the pickguard under the string. This was supposedly the guitar played on the
album versions of "Honey Bee" and "Tell Me". In , the neck on "Number One" was unable to
withstand more re-fret jobs, replacing it with the original neck from "Red. This guitar features a
two-piece maple body and a "neck-through body" design. It also originally had EMG preamped
pickups, but Vaughan didn't like the pickups in it. His next music video was about to be made,
which was "Couldn't Stand the Weather", and didn't want to get Number One wet during filming,
so he used the Hamiltone for filming. Its fingerboard is ebony with a mother-of-pearl inlay that
read "Stevie Ray Vaughan". The guitar was originally set to be made for Stevie in , but the plan
was dropped when Vaughan started using his middle name "Ray", as he was known as "Stevie
Vaughan" at the time. Fender Stratocaster Guitar Forum. Messages: Well, it is called the ""

technically. I saw that Danelectro has been putting out some odd guitars lately, like a Mosrite
copy with a lipstick humbucker in the bridge. But I was not expecting this! It has 3 lipstick
pickups, a master volume and tone control. Didn't Fender put out a version of this? Seems a bit
odd to me, and a bit pricey. Anyways, thought I would share. HankPym , Feb 19, Messages: 3,
What a dumb name for a strat copy. Lone Woof , Feb 19, ThatGuy likes this. Messages: 1, That
is a weird name. Must mean something to them. I thought maybe the link would explain the
name but, no. Messages: 8, Age: 33 Messages: 7, It's called the 84 because it's a reference to
the lipstick pickup strat SRV used in the mid 80s. Yogi , Feb 21, Messages: 10, One needs to see
the art deco beauty of a Danelctro. I would pay for one. Looks good on you though. They do
look fun. Groovey , Feb 21, West Coast Idea likes this. I don't think this is one of their better
ideas. It's just too easy today to purchase a decent inexpensive Strat and pop in a replacement
pickguard with lipstick pickups. I don't see this model bringing much to the table, especially at
the price point they have on it. They should stick with guitars that are reissues of their
traditional line and variations on or expansions to that theme. Well isn't part of Dana's thing the
manmade materials? Looks like this is a solid wood body, which would not sound the same as
whatever Masonite and light woods. Kinda impressed with the graphite nut and Wilkinson trem.
Electgumbo , Feb 21, Age: 61 Messages: West Coast Idea , Feb 21, Groovey likes this. Age: 59
Messages: 6, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Following his success with 's 'Fables,' this time around Ramirez has
pulled together his rootsy sound with a politically and socially aware mindset. Jonathan
Graham. Written from his point of view of having dual Mexican and American heritage, Ramirez
provides a compelling insight into the current conversations within US politics. As well as
turning to sounds from his childhood The Cars, Devo and Tom Petty to create fresh guitar
sounds and unique lyrical pathways. DR: My high school friends were all playing, and I wanted
to be part of the gang. DR : Very important. DR: Being isolated in a beautiful cabin with some of
my best friends for the sole purpose of being creative. DR: I have not. How does one do that?
What's the worst advice you ever received regarding your songwriting? You can unsubscribe at
any time by clicking the link in the footer of our emails. For information about our privacy
practices, please visit our website. We will never share your email without your prior consent.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. When you compose a
song, how important do you think it is to write for an intended audience? What was your
favorite moment during the writing and recording of 'We're Not Going Anywhere'? Have you
ever studied songwriting formally? DR: I don't like how you use the word "tongue" in your song
"Fire of Time. How do you know when your song is done and time to stop revising it? DR: When
there's no pink in the middle. Could you us about your favorite piece of gear right now? What's
your musical guilty pleasure? DR: Katy Perry 9. The strangest place where you have written a
song? DR: On the toilet DR: Wash my face, brush my teeth, and take a shot of Jameson. Read
the full article This article was originally published in Issue 52 To read the article in its entirety,
view the digital magazine Read The Mag. Eddie Van Halen: King Edward. Get the Guitar
Interactive Magazine newsletter. The latest guitar news, reviews and features, delivered straight
to your inbox. Login
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